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CLARIAH Media Suite

CLARIAH MEDIA SUITE

Data
Access important Dutch audio-visual collections (radio, television, films, oral history interviews) and contextual material. All available collections and their data are registered in a common inventory.

Tools
Use some of the CLARIAH open source tools that allow researchers to perform search, annotation, automatic speech recognition, and other analysis tasks with the available data.

Workspace
Functional work space and experimental Jupyter notebooks to work with your corpus and user data (bookmarks, annotations, queries, search sessions, and user collections).

CHECKOUT THE DATA

USE THE TOOLS

DISCOVER YOUR WORKSPACE

mediasuite.clariah.nl
Search tool
Annotation tool

Getuigen Verhalen, Indonesisch en Indisch verzet in Nederland tijdens WO II, interview

Saved comments

- ouderrelatie

Comment

Add one or more comments or notes
AUTOMATIC SPEECH RECOGNITION

CONSENT

METADATA TEMPLATE

REPOSITORY

INGESTION

OPEN SOURCE TEXT ANALYSIS TOOLS
Consent forms

- Consent forms in order to comply with the GDPR
- Dialogue with Verhalenhuis as collection owner
- Verhalenhuis (ethics) ⇔ DANS (legal)
- Letter or e-mail detailing examples of reuse in DANS-EASY and the MediaSuite
  - Researchers interested in migrant lives
  - Lecturers teaching migration history
  - Students interested in inclusive histories
- Print copy of the form or SignRequest
Restricted reuse
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